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| Part A |

Exercise 1
1. indicative 2. indicative
3. imperative 4. imperative
5. indicative 6. imperative

Exercise 2
1. Don’t smoke.
2. Don’t talk in the library.
3. Don’t walk alone downtown at night.
4. Don’t eat a lot of fatty snacks.
5. Don’t lie to your parents and teachers.
6. Don’t litter the street.

Exercise 3
Answers may vary slightly.
1. People use cars to drive around.
2. People use cell phones to call their friends.
3. People use watches to tell the time.
4. People use umbrellas to stay dry.

Exercise 4
Answers may vary slightly.
Simon: - caught the flu
Doctor: - rest for a few days

- take medicine
- avoid other people because they might

catch flu
Simon’s parents: - bring him back in five or six days

1. Simon has the flu.
2. Simon’s doctor told him to rest and take medicine.
3. Simon should avoid other people.
4. His parents have to take him back to the 

doctor’s office for a checkup.

Exercise 5
Answers may vary slightly.
1. Brazil will beat Argentina in the soccer game

tomorrow.
2. It snowed in New York last Friday.
3. James will go to Japan on vacation next summer. 
4. Kyle is studying science in the library now.
5. How long have you been waiting for me?

Exercise 6
1. Please turn off the lights later.
2. Call me if you are going to be late.
3. Don’t use your cell phones during the test.
4. Throw these papers in the trash, please.

Exercise 7
Hiking through the Rocky Mountains can be a
rewarding experience. The clean air and breathtaking
scenery attract tourists from all around the world.
However, this area is also home to the grizzly bear.
Because of the dangers associated with grizzly
encounters, hikers should heed the following safety
precautions. Check with park rangers for information
on bear activity before choosing a trail. Travel in
large groups and make a lot of noise. Grizzlies tend
to avoid people and noise. Carry bear spray and
keep it easily accessible. When this pepper spray
gets into a bear’s eyes, the bear will usually retreat.
Always remain alert. The sooner you know a bear 
is near, the easier it will be to avoid trouble!

Exercise 8
Answers may vary slightly.
1. Grizzly bears live in the Rocky Mountains.
2. Check with park rangers, travel in a large

group, carry bear spray, and remain alert.
3. Grizzlies tend to avoid people and noise.
4. Hikers should keep bear spray easily accessible

in case they need to use it in a hurry.

| Part B |

Exercise 1
1. Sub 2. Ind 3. Imp
4. Ind 5. Sub 6. Sub

Exercise 2
1. find 2. get 3. am
4. be 5. pass 6. show

Exercise 3
1. The doctor insisted that Stan remains in 

bed. remain
2. The commander ordered that the thief is

arrested. be
3. The police request all citizens avoids the 

highway during the snowstorm. avoid
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4. Karen like to play basketball. likes
5. The bank manager demanded that he pays the

debt on time. pay

Exercise 4
Pictures (left to right): 3, 2, 1, 4

Exercise 5
1. Tom suggested we go fishing if the weather is

nice tomorrow.
2. Her math teacher advised that she apply to

Harvard.
3. Mom insisted that Bob make a travel plan

before he goes away.
4. Our French teacher demanded that we be quiet

during the test.
5. My tutor prefers that we meet twice a week.

Exercise 6
1. I advised they take the scenic route.
2. The government insists that all citizens pay

taxes.
3. He suggested that she start a new hobby.
4. I recommend that the students be quiet.
5. The father demanded his daughter have a 

traditional wedding.

Exercise 7
1. stay 2. choose 3. go
4. let 5. don’t

Exercise 8
1. T 2. F 3. T 4. F

| Part C |

Exercise 1
1. were, would 2. were, could
3. stop 4. weren’t, would
5. studied, would / studies, will

Exercise 2
1. I wish I know my sister’s secret. knew
2. Suppose I were very ugly. Will you still like 

me then? Would
3. The boy speaks as if he is a man. were
4. She wishes she can speak English fluently.

could

5. If he was born in Berlin, he would speak
German. were

Exercise 3
1. I could go to the party if I were not sick.
2. She speaks Japanese as though she were a

native speaker.
3. Imagine you were born on Mars!
4. If he kept his promises, I would trust him.
5. They would get married if their parents

approved.
6. I wish the weather were nicer today.

Exercise 4
1. would know 2. could tell you
3. could fly 4. would hunt
5. would have

Exercise 5
1. If it had wings, it could fly.
2. If she weren’t so lazy, she could get a job.
3. If she had enough money, she could buy a new

car.
4. If he kept his promises, I would trust him.
5. If I knew her address, I could write to her.

Exercise 6
1. Peter plays soccer as if he were David Beckham.
2. Lisa cries as though she were a baby.
3. Jenny runs as if she were a cheetah.
4. Allen speaks as though he were a king.

Exercise 7
1. wish 2. Imagine 3. as if
4. were 5. had

Exercise 8
Answers will vary.
1. If I visited Hong Kong, I would eat a lot of food.
2. If I were in a taxi and the driver were driving

too fast, I would yell at him to slow down.
3. If my taxi were hit by another taxi, I would be

angry.



| Part D - Review |

Exercise 2
1. be given 2. finish 3. take care
4. exercise 5. help

Exercise 3
1. come 2. see 3. apply
4. would 5. could 6. were

Exercise 4
Answers may vary slightly.
1. If it were sunny now, I would go hiking.
2. She sings as if she were a pop star.
3. If I were taller, I could dunk a basketball.
4. If all our players were healthy, we would 

win the game.

Exercise 5
1. Be careful of the big dog.
2. Where is Sheila from?
3. It is important that she check with her doctor

before starting a diet.
4. If he had longer hair, he would look like a girl.

| Part A |

Exercise 1
1. simple past 2. simple future
3. future progressive 4. past progressive
5. present progressive 6. simple present

Exercise 2
1. were cooking
2. will be preparing
3. bought
4. will go / will be going
5. am walking

Exercise 3 
Answers may vary slightly.
1. Jake will be deciding what to do with his 

free time.
2. Holly will be spending time with her 

grandparents.

3. Nick will be taking cello lessons tomorrow /
Nick is going to take cello lessons tomorrow.

4. Darren will be bringing us some snacks.
5. Jake will be studying hard and thinking 

about his tests when I see him.

Exercise 4
1. I was (We were) watching TV yesterday.
2. We are (I am) going to be staying at a four-star

hotel.
3. I (We) took my (our) friend Dylan to the party.
4. We (I) take the bus to school.

Exercise 5
Jessica and Holly decided to go shopping together.
They were looking for new, more modern cell phones.
They met their friends while they were looking.

Exercise 6
Answers may vary slightly.
1. past progressive

I was swimming before I came here.
2. future progressive

I will be inline skating this weekend.
3. simple past

The last thing I ate today was a slice of pie.
4. present progressive

I am shopping.

Exercise 7
1. is going to be hosting 2. will run
3. are hoping 4. collected

Exercise 8
Answers will vary.
Dear Teacher,
I won’t be participating in the charity run because I
have an injured knee. I hurt it last week when I was
playing hockey. I feel bad about missing the event. I
hope I will be able to run in next year’s race.

Unit 2
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| Part B |

Exercise 1
1. has 2. eaten 3. will have
4. Had 5. have

Exercise 2
1. Nick has been eaten that hamburger for over thirty

minutes.
2. I will have been worked on that project for three

months soon.
3. Holly had be studying when Jessica arrived.
4. I have studied all of last weekend.
5. They have been not helping us with this problem.
6. Hopefully, my father’s car will have being bought

by this time next week.

Exercise 3
1. will have been living / will have lived
2. have played / have been playing
3. have studied / have been studying
4. will have been dancing / will have danced
5. had been training / had trained

Exercise 4 
Answers may vary slightly.
1. warm, sunny
2. gray skies
3. lots of rain
4. will have cleared up
5. will be blue
6. will be warm and summery

Exercise 5
1. has been 2. will have been 
3. am / have been 4. has been
5. had been 6. had been
7. Answers will vary. 8. Answers will vary.

Exercise 6 
1. has 2. have been
3. will have been 4. will have been

Exercise 7
1. has been
2. will have been
3. have been

| Part C - Review |

Exercise 2
1. Mr. Burns has been trying to help his students

plan the history project.
2. Mary would assist us if she had the time.
3. I have tried to call her several times.
4. Carol would have helped us if she had had the

time.

Exercise 3 
I was traveling around Europe for six weeks with
my family. We flew to Paris first, rented a car, and
then drove north to Denmark. I couldn’t wait to go.
It was my first time in Europe.

Exercise 4 
Answers may vary slightly.
1. We will be scuba diving next weekend.
2. They have been listening to the conversation 

for twenty minutes.
3. We had been winning the tournament for most

of the year.
4. I was reviewing the homework when Jake

arrived.

Exercise 5
Answers will vary.
1. Sarah was drinking a cup of coffee before she

came to class.
2. She has been watching The Simpsons for a long

time.
3. She will be studying at eight o’clock this evening.
4. She has been studying English for three years.

| Part A |

Exercise 1
1. Is 2. is 3. is
4. is 5. is 6. are

Unit 3
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Exercise 2
1. The school team is going to win the next 

championship.
2. The committee is going to decide on the issue.
3. My family are all sunbathing is Spain.
4. The news comes on every hour.
5. Neither Jen nor Al knows the answer to the

question.

Exercise 3
1. talks, is 2. forget, are
3. end, enjoy 4. are
5. Does 6. are, know
7. plays

Exercise 4
1. b 2. a 3. c

Exercise 5
1. b 2. b 3. b
4. c 5. b

Exercise 6
1. The classroom is always cold.
2. The band is practicing in the rehearsal room.
3. Neither aunt Sally nor your cousins are coming

to the party.
4. Everyone is going to come at seven o’clock.

Exercise 7
Everybody know I want to have kids later, but these
days it’s all about my music.

Exercise 8
Answers may vary slightly.
1. His crew is jealous of his fan mail.
2. He is going to try a new kind of music because

his manager and crew are anxious to try new
things.

3. No, his private life is not a secret. I know this
because he says “everybody knows I want to
have kids later.”

| Part B |

Exercise 1
1. are 2. is 3. were
4. are 5. are

Exercise 2
1. N 2. Y 3. Y
4. Y 5. N

Exercise 3
1. Jake’s pair of shorts is perfect for his vacation.
2. The number of goldfish in the bowl is two.
3. Every man and woman in the office is happy

about the news.
4. A group of students are graduating today.
Pictures (from left to right): 2, 3, 1, 4

Exercise 4
1. Neither Leo nor Fyodor has finished his dinner.

F
2. A pair of beavers are swimming in the pond.

T
3. Each of the girls in that group designs her own

clothes. F
4. Most species of wolf hunt in packs. T

Exercise 5
Across Down
2. seems 1. receives
3. finishes 4. collects
5. knows 6. works
8. surprises / surprised 7. are

Exercise 6
Hey Lindsey,
How are you? I is doing my geography homework
now, and one of the questions are a little bit difficult.
Neither my mother nor my father know the answer.
I think most of my answers are correct, but about ten
percent of them makes me worry. Can you help me?
-Jimmy
1. am 2. is 3. knows 4. make

Exercise 7
A group of five large lakes is located in Canada and
the US. They are called the Great Lakes. Each of the
lakes are close to the US-Canada border. Most of the
lakes are in both countries. Twenty percent of the
world’s fresh water supply are found within the Great
Lakes. A number of studies is being done to test the
effect of pollution on the lakes. The lakes are very
important to the people of Canada and the US.
1. are 2. is 3. is 4. are
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| Part C - Review |

Exercise 2 
1. C 2. I 3. C
4. I 5. C

Exercise 3
1. is 2. are 3. enjoys
4. ride 5. has 6. reflects

Exercise 4
1. is 2. are 3. was
4. are 5. is

Exercise 5
Answers may vary slightly.
1. Dennis or his teammates are getting a new ball

right now.
2. Does anybody want an ice cream cone?
3. All my time was spent studying English yesterday.
4. The number of days we will be away next week

is four.

| Part A |

Exercise 1
1. P 2. A 3. A
4. P 5. A 6. P

Exercise 2
1. c 2. b 3. c 4. b

Exercise 3
1. can’t hear 2. could play
3. couldn’t watch 4. can’t go

Exercise 4
1. b 2. a 3. c 4. b

Exercise 5
M o d a l

Exercise 6
1. May I borrow your fishing rod, Grandfather?
2. Darla, can you pass me that bag?
3. I could touch my toes when I was younger.

4. Would you please drive me to the mall?
5. You had better not cheat on the test!

Exercise 7
1. had better / should 2. can / could
3. should / had better 4. Could / Can
5. Shall

Exercise 8
Answers will vary.
1. You ought to buy Claire a present before the

date.
2. You shouldn’t talk too much about yourself.
3. You can ask her for another date if things go

well.

| Part B |

Exercise 1
1. must not 2. must
3. has got to 4. must not
5. must not 6. doesn’t have to

Exercise 2
1. d 2. c 3. c
4. b 5. b

Exercise 3
1. The birds do not have to fly south in the winter.
2. People must care about the environment.
3. Children shouldn’t spend five hours a day 

playing computer games.
4. Young men must not drive faster than the

speed limit.
5. Jenny doesn’t have to cook dinner every night.
6. Foxes don’t need to (need not) scavenge for

food to survive.

Exercise 4
1. F 2. F 3. F
4. T 5. F

Exercise 5
1. had to
2. need not / doesn’t need to / doesn’t have to
3. not have to
4. must not / cannot

Unit 4
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Exercise 6
1. You must find out about any health risks. 
2. You have to save enough money.
3. You must find out if you need a visa.
4. You need to pack suitable clothing.
5. You must not forget to bring your passport.

Exercise 7
BEIJING (The Daily News) --- The Chinese Ministry
of Tourism said Friday that people in major cities
like Beijing and Shanghai should improve their
manners as more visitors come to the country 
from overseas. 

Local customs like spitting in public might offend
foreign visitors, the tourism office said. It said
China has to attract more tourists and businesspeople
in order to modernize, adding that the public must
help create a positive image of the country when it
hosts international sporting events like the 2008
Olympics. It also said restaurants must not use
unsafe poultry. It stressed that they must make sure
all chickens are free of disease to help stop bird flu
from spreading.

The Chinese people should not change their
customs, the government stressed, but they must do
certain things in private when foreign visitors are
around. 

Exercise 8
Answers may vary slightly.
1. The Chinese people have to improve their manners

to make foreign visitors feel comfortable.
2. China must strive to modernize and create a

positive image of the country.
3. The Bird Flu risk can be reduced by using

healthy chickens in restaurants.
4. No, the government wants people to perform

certain customs in private, not change them.

| Part C |

Exercise 1
1. will 2. mustn’t 3. should
4. does 5. might 6. must

Exercise 2
1. He left work an hour ago, so he should be here

soon.
2. It’s almost ten o’clock, so the supermarket

could be closed already.
3. There’s no way he will get a higher score than

me.
4. He is still sleeping, so he must have gone to bed

late last night.
5. We saw her at the zoo, so she couldn’t have

been downtown.

Exercise 3
1 Mike: Sandra couldn’t know my phone number.

I’ve never given it to her. 
6 John: If your girlfriend ever sees you together,

she will be upset. 
5 Mike: Maybe. She might not have believed me

when I told her I already had a girlfriend. 
3 Mike: I don’t know. She may have asked one of

my friends for it. 
2 John: Then how could she have called you? 
7 Mike: I know. I should see Sandra at school

tomorrow. I’ll talk to her about it then. 
4 John: That’s possible. Sandra must be in love

with you.

Exercise 4
Pictures (from left to right): 4-must, 1-should, 
3-might, 2-couldn’t

Exercise 5
1. James might not go to school today.
2. The trees might have been damaged in the

storm.
3. She might not have remembered that today was

your wedding anniversary.
4. Today might be a public holiday.
5. A crocodile might be able to run faster than you

can.

Exercise 6
Answers will vary.
1. I do like vegetables; it’s my brother who doesn’t

like them.
2. You couldn’t have seen me at the mall yesterday.

I wasn’t there.
3. I should get a good job after I graduate from

university.
4. I might go see a movie this weekend.
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Exercise 7
1. will 2. must 3. could have
4. mustn’t 5. may 6. does

Exercise 8
Answers will vary.
I would not support a friend’s decision to become a
boxer. First, a person must be very strong and train all
the time. They couldn’t really relax with friends, so that
person’s life would not be fun. Second, my friend
could get hurt, as boxing is a very dangerous sport.

| Part D - Review |

Exercise 2
1. May 2. should 3. couldn’t
4. ought 5. must not

Exercise 3 
1. Janice could dance very well when she was

young.
2. The people do not need to change their customs.
3. The pizza should be here in twenty minutes.
4. They had better not be late for their test.
5. She doesn’t have to cook because she is going to

eat out.

Exercise 4 
1. He must finish this work by noon.
2. Can/May Susan come to my birthday party?
3. Shall we go to the cinema tonight?
4. I can’t wake up at six in the morning.
5. Can/May I sit here?
6. I should finish reading this book by Friday.

Exercise 5
1. should have quit smoking
2. might have journeyed
3. might / must have forgotten

| Part A |

Exercise 1
1. b 2. b 3. a
4. a 5. b

Exercise 2
1. The French 2. The elderly
3. the homeless 4. The rich
5. The young

Exercise 3
1. The wealthy always seem to want more money.
2. I wouldn’t consider myself one of the lucky.
3. As a volunteer worker my mom always has time

for the unfortunate.
4. I have a feeling we will be beaten by the 

champions.

Exercise 4
Semi finals: Finals: Champion:
France 0

     Brazil         4    
Brazil 1

      Brazil      
Korea 4

     Korea         3    
England 1

Exercise 5
1. The Japanese likes sushi. like
2. The German are known for producing excellent

cars. Germans
3. Britishes drink a lot of tea. The British
4. The Canadas love hockey. Canadians
5. The Italian introduced pizza to the world. 

Italians
6. Australia are active people. Australians

Exercise 6
1. Even the best need help sometimes.
2. The oppressed must fight for their rights.
3. The Irish forgive their leaders after they are

buried.

Exercise 7
In some wealthy nations, the gap between the

rich and the poor has been growing. In the US, for
example, the richest ten percent of the population
earn about thirty percent of the national income.
On the other hand, the poorest ten percent earn 
less than two percent of the national income. 

Unit 5
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Education is an important factor contributing
to this. The educated have a much higher chance of
joining the rich, while the uneducated tend to join
the poor. However, children of the rich tend to get 
a much better education than the children of the
poor, which just adds to the problem. 

Exercise 8
Answers may vary.
1. The gap between the rich and the poor has 

been getting bigger.
2. One reason for the change is education.
3. I think that governments can make sure all

children get a good education.

| Part B |

Exercise 1
1. R 2. N 3. N
4. R 5. R 6. N

Exercise 2
1. Two Roads, in which the cute actress stars, 

will start at eight o’clock. 
2. The year when I first began dating Beth was 

the most exciting of my life. 
3. The girl with whom Gary is talking looks 

familiar.
4. Those ducks, which usually swim in this pond,

are nowhere to be seen.
5. My sister Ingrid, who lives in London, is 

coming to visit me. 
6. Mr. Katz, who was very hungry, ate seven 

hamburgers at lunch.

Exercise 3
1. b 2. d 3. a
4. c 5. c

Exercise 4
1. Where are you going this weekend?

a. To the restaurant where we ate last week.
2. With whom are you going to study tonight?

c. With the girl who sits beside me in math
class.

3. Whose car is that parked in front of your house?
a. It belongs to my aunt who lives in Mexico.

4. What is that noise?
b. It’s that dog, which lives next door, barking.

Exercise 5
Pictures (from left to right): 4, 3, 2, 1

Exercise 6
1. My book is on the white chair that is in your

room.
2. That book, which I read last year, was written

by my favorite author.
3. The story, which features a talking dog, is 

fictional.
4. The dog, whose name is Tex, flies around the

world in a balloon.

Exercise 7
The highest mountain in the world     ,    which is
called Mount Everest     ,    sits between Nepal and
Tibet. The summit of Everest is a difficult climb

that many people have died trying to complete.
Sir Edmund Hillary     ,    who is an explorer from
New Zealand     ,    and Tenzing Norgay     ,    who
was a guide from Nepal     ,    were the first people
to reach Everest’s summit. All climbers who
dream of one day scaling Everest’s heights 
look to Hillary and Norgay for inspiration.

Exercise 8
1. F 2. F 3. T

| Part C |

Exercise 1
1. b 2. c 3. b
4. a 5. b

Exercise 2
1. Pierre remembered luckily to bring his cell

phone on the hike. Luckily, Pierre remembered
to bring his cell phone on the hike.

2. The two students walk every afternoon through
the park. The two students walk through the
park every afternoon.

3. Our bus is soon coming. Our bus is coming
soon.

4. Rose can ride her bike fast really. Rose can ride
her bike really fast.
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Exercise 3
1. I usually wake up late in the morning.
2. The grandfather smiled kindly at his grandson.
3. The girl spoke excitedly with the movie star.
4. Please sit quietly during the test.

Exercise 4
1. c 2. a 3. b

Exercise 5
1. Surprisingly, the teacher didn’t give her students

any homework.
2. They walked very quickly to avoid disturbing

the big dog.
3. Could you help me secretly put this gift in

Hector’s bag?
4. When it rains, I have to wait patiently for it to

stop.
5. The speed skater slides smoothly over the ice.

Exercise 6
1. The frog can jump high.
2. It is highly unlikely that it will snow in July.
3. There are many fish swimming together in 

the pond.
4. The concert will start quite late.
5. Usually, Charles jogs through the park to stay

in shape.

Exercise 7
1. today 2. definitely
3. really 4. hard
5. unfortunately 6. still
7. maybe

Exercise 8
Answers will vary.
1. Alex went to the pet store today.
2. The puppies look really cute.
3. No, Petra doesn’t think her father will allow 

her to get a puppy.
4. Maybe she will.

| Part D - Review |

Exercise 2
1. The Dutch is good at playing soccer. 

              are              
2. The bike which is beside the house belong to

Jay.               belongs              
3. My brother Phillip, which lives in Dublin, is

coming to visit me.               who              
4. The cynical never believes anything other 

people say.               believe              
5. Japanese enjoy sports like baseball and judo.

              The Japanese              
6. She sang loudly very at the concert. 

              very loudly              

Exercise 3
1. Surprisingly     ,    Kevin ran much faster

than the gym teacher. 
2. The summer when we traveled to Mexico 

was the most exciting of my life.
3. The student with whom Ms. Ellis is 

talking is new to the school. 
4. Unfortunately  _ , _ the pizza that we

ordered thirty minutes ago still hasn’t
arrived. 

5. The English     ,    who are often credited with
inventing soccer     ,    haven’t won the World
Cup in a long time.

Exercise 4
1. Luckily, Celine, who comes from France,

brought some snacks.
2. They spoke extremely quietly so the teacher

wouldn’t notice.
3. Do the Irish enjoy playing hockey as much as

Canadians?
4. The dog that lives next door is barking loudly.
5. Sushi, which was invented by the Japanese, is

eaten around the world.

Exercise 5
1. The British drink a lot of tea.
2. That house, in which my father grew up, was

built in 1920.
3. Aisha smiled kindly at her new baby brother.
4. The team that won last year finished last this

year.
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| Part A |

Exercise 1
1. are 2. is 3. was
4. are 5. is 6. has

Exercise 2
1. a lock of ● ● furniture
2. three bouquets of ● ● bison
3. a swarm of ● ● hair
4. two tubes of ● ● toothpaste
5. a herd of ● ● bees
6. a piece of ● ● flowers

Exercise 3
1. The United States are the country where I

learned English.        is       
2. I drank a lot of waters yesterday because of the

heat.        water       
3. I need some advices from you.        advice       
4. My glasses is so heavy that I can’t move my

head.        are       
5. There is still any rice left in the bowl.

       some       
6. Most of the information about the computer are

in the manual book.        is       

Exercise 4

Exercise 5
1. Can you buy me two boxes of cookies?
2. I just had a glass of orange juice.
3. Allen bought three pairs of jeans last night.
4. Claire needs a jar of honey from the supermarket.
5. There are two fillets of chicken cooking in the

oven.

Exercise 6
1. e. a milk → milk
2. b. bunch of grapes → a bunch of grapes

Exercise 7

Exercise 8

| Part B |

Exercise 1

Allen

Tokyocompass

carrotsolivebear

airideastudent

riceapplecar

No Indefinite
ArticleAnA

juicemilkjuice

soupjuicelemonade

tunawatermilk

lemonadelemonadeeggs

Tin / CanBottleCarton

ice creamsausagesapples

yogurtcookiestea bags

margarinebaconcookies

buttercheesesugar

TubPacket /
PackageBag / Box

Countable nouns: 17 (farm, products, eggs,
barnyards, stables, cows, chickens, horses,
sheep, vegetables, year, acres, fields, crops,
beans, patch, potatoes)

Uncountable nouns: 9 (cheese, milk, demand,
milk, quality, sale, soil, potential, money)

a bag of rice

a carton of milk

a box of cereal

a tub of yogurta bunch of bananas

UncountableCountable

Unit 6
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Exercise 2
1. an 2. a 3. ---
4. an 5. --- 6. ---
7. A 8. ---

Exercise 3
1. Claire’s mother says she looks like a angel.

         an         
2. Our neighbors have a huge dog.          OK         
3. Some of the best soccer players come from a

Brazil. ---         
4. We usually eat in restaurants about three 

times an week.          a         
5. Law and Order is a interesting TV show. 

         an         
6. Peter always pours an milk on his cereal. 

---         

Exercise 4
Pictures (left to right): 1, 4, 3, 2

Exercise 5
1. Rice is usually served in a bowl.
2. Emily bought a new sweater last weekend.
3. Peter took an apple out of the fridge.
4. An older student helped Claire study for math.
5. A lot of monkeys live in South America.

Exercise 6
1. A bird is making a nest in that tree.
2. We need a loaf of bread, a box of cereal, and

some yogurt. / We need a box of cereal, a loaf
of bread, and some yogurt.

3. We saw an interesting movie last weekend.
4. A grizzly bear can run faster than thirty miles

an hour.

Exercise 7
1. some 2. a 3. a 4. some
5. a 6. an 7. an

Exercise 8 
Answers may vary.
1. The children are building a bird house.
2. They will need a saw, a hammer, and a 

screwdriver to build it.
3. It will take them about an hour to build it.

| Part C |

Exercise 1
1. a 2. c 3. a
4. a 5. d

Exercise 2
1. the 2. The 3. --- 4. The
5. The 6. the 7. the

Exercise 3
1. the 2. the 3. a, The
4. the 5. an 6. a, the

Exercise 4
1. You can see the moon’s craters through a

telescope.
2. Mom bought a nice rug at the mall.
3. Could you pick up some juice at the supermarket?
4. This summer, we plan to drive through the

United Kingdom.

Exercise 5
Answers will vary.
1. There is a monkey on a chair. The monkey is

holding a soccer ball.
2. There is a girl in a store. The girl is holding 

a T-shirt.
3. There is a bird in the sky. The bird has a 

flower in its beak.

Exercise 6
Answers will vary.
1. I would like to be able to play the guitar

because my favorite kind of music is rock.
2. I think the most important invention of the 20th

century was the Internet. The Internet changed
the way people communicate with each other.
It’s much easier now.

Exercise 7
1. a 2. --- 3. the 4. the
5. the 6. an 7. --- 8. the
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Exercise 8
Answers may vary.
1. He is famous for being an artist, inventor, and

engineer.
2. He helped invent the helicopter and the tank.
3. The Turkish government decided to build da

Vinci’s bridge.

| Part D |

Exercise 1
1. The people sometimes find the religion when

they need help.
2. The human life began on the planet thousands

of years ago.
3. Our bodies need the food to survive.
4. The modern technology makes the life easier.
5. The rice is a daily part of people’s diet in much

of Asia.
6. Movies the often say that space is the “final

frontier.”

Exercise 2
1. S 2. G 3. G 4. G
5. G 6. G 7. S 8. S

Exercise 3
1. b 2. c 3. c
4. a 5. b

Exercise 4
Stringed Instruments
-3 methods of causing            sound           
1. by           plucking          strings

--- example:           guitar          
2. by           bowing          across strings

--- example:           violin         
3. by           striking          strings with a 

          hammer          
--- example:           piano          

Exercise 5
1. A zebra 2. The computer
3. The zebra 4. Zebras
5. a computer 6. Computers

Exercise 6
1. An orange contains a lot of vitamin C.
2. The compact disc is becoming old fashioned.
3. The rose is the most beautiful flower.
4. I wonder who invented the umbrella.
5. The English like drinking tea.

Exercise 7
1. mice 2. scientist
3. experiment 4. animal testing

Exercise 8
Answers may vary.
1. Some experts say it is wrong to use mice in 

scientific experiments.
2. Scientists think that using mice can help 

protect people.
3. New rules make scientists use the smallest

number of animals needed for an experiment.

| Part E - Review |

Exercise 2
1. He bought three chunks of furniture. 

             pieces             
2. How many equipment do you have?

             much / many pieces of              
3. We needed sunglasses because of a sun. 

             the             
4. I bought a really cool car, but a car had some

problems.              the             
5. We’d better have much vegetables.

             a lot of / many / some             

Exercise 3
1. c. year 2. b. hour
3. d. people 4. b. nation
5. a. mistake

Exercise 4
1. — 2. the 3. the 4. the
5. An, the 6. — 7. the

Exercise 5
1. U / C / C 2. C / C
3. C / U / C 4. C / U / U
5. C / U 6. C
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| Part A |

Exercise 1
1. myself 2. themselves
3. himself 4. myself
5. each other

Exercise 2
1. I want to make myself a pizza.
2. She wants to buy herself a new dress.
3. He will never let himself die.
4. We should help each other with our homework.
5. They never allow themselves to be late.
6. You should all get yourselves some sleep.

Exercise 3
1. She will give the dog a bath herself.
2. He needs to do the test by himself.
3. They never take pictures of themselves.
4. I try not to get myself into trouble.
5. We were both annoyed at each other.

Exercise 4
1. They looked at themselves in amazement.
2. They have known each other for many years.
3. Emily made a fool of herself.
4. Allen and Peter helped one another.

Exercise 5
1. c 2. b 3. c
4. b 5. d 6. a

Exercise 6
Answers may vary a little.
1. The panda is eating food by itself.
2. They are eating amongst themselves.
3. They are helping each other. 
4. The little girl hurt herself.

Exercise 7
1. yourselves 2. each other
3. itself 4. ourselves
5. yourselves

Exercise 8
1. ourselves / each other / one another
2. myself 3. herself 4. itself

| Part B |

Exercise 1
1. in which 2. about whom
3. after whom 4. over whom
5. Whose

Exercise 2
1. The store at whom we shopped had a large 

variety of health foods.            which           
2. The area from which we live is being 

rejuvenated.            in           
3. The person of whom the book was written is

still in prison.            about           
4. Whom idea was it to run with a carton of eggs?

           Whose           
5. The route about which you came was not the

quickest.            by           
6. The designer of what you speak has become

very popular.            whom           

Exercise 3
1. b 2. d 3. c
4. d 5. c

Exercise 4
1. The street on which he lives is Fourth Street.
2. The park through which they walked was full 

of cherry blossoms.
3. The person about whom the boy is thinking is

Mary.
4. The group from which people were not invited

was the soccer team.

Exercise 5
1. The person about whom I am speaking is Claire.
2. The book about which I was writing was really

exciting. 
3. The president after whom he was named has

been dead for over thirty years.
4. The direction from which you came is north.
5. The man from whom the car was stolen is in

the police station.

Exercise 6
Answers may vary.
1. The bus on which we came was the number

seventeen.
2. The tunnel through which we passed is the

longest tunnel in the world.

Unit 7
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3. The person about whom you are thinking is
Claire.

4. From whom did you get that pen?

Exercise 7
1. what 2. from which
3. from whom 4. with which

Exercise 8
1. from which 2. from which
3. from whom

| Part C |

Exercise 1
1. whichever 2. what
3. whoever 4. Whatever
5. who 6. Whoever

Exercise 2
1. whatever 2. whoever
3. which 4. whichever
5. whenever

Exercise 3
1. You can pick up your order whenever it is 

convenient for you.
2. Just tell me whichever option is simpler for

you.
3. Can you tell me where the nearest bus stop is?
4. We can take whomever we want to the party.
5. I have no idea what he just said.

Exercise 4
1. b 2. b 3. a 4. a

Exercise 5
1. You can sit wherever you want.
2. When I go to the cafeteria, I sit with whoever is

there.
3. I always buy too much whenever I go to the

department store.
4. You can take whoever you want to your prom.
5. For your birthday, you can have whichever 

bike you want.

Exercise 6
Answers may vary.
1. Allen can sit wherever he wants.
2. Claire can travel wherever she wants.
3. The man will shout at whoever broke the 

window.
4. Jenny can buy whatever cakes she wants.

Exercise 7
1. who 2. whenever
3. what / which 4. whenever

Exercise 8
Answers will vary.
1. I like to go wherever it is warm and sunny.
2. I usually go with whichever of my friends 

want to go.
3. I clean my room whenever it gets too dirty.

| Part D - Review |

Exercise 2
2. about → with
3. ourselves → themselves
4. wherever → where
5. by → in

Exercise 3
1. c 2. c 3. d 4. a

Exercise 4
Answers will vary.
1. I usually go wherever my parents decide to go.
2. The town in which I live is called Glebe.
3. My father built our home himself.
4. I study a lot whenever I have a big test.
5. I usually eat whatever my mom cooks.

Exercise 5
1. I do not live in the country in which I was born.
2. I try to study outdoors whenever I get a chance.
3. My uncle is the person after whom I was named.
4. I take my MP3 player with me wherever I go.
5. I talk to myself when I am stressed.
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| Part A |

Exercise 1
1. We have to finish our project until next

Tuesday.               by              
2. Claire saw an interesting TV show versus the

causes of global warming.
              regarding / concerning              

3. Mark has been studying since three hours. 
              for              

4. We can rent this car for fifty dollars via day. 
              per              

5. Can you see that one cheetah sleeping except
that group of lions?               among              

6. All of the players despite Peter had a good
game. Unfortunately, Peter fell and hurt his
ankle.               except              

Exercise 2
1. b 2. c 3. b
4. a 5. c 6. d

Exercise 3
1. since 2. until 3. by
4. for 5. until 6. since

Exercise 4 

Exercise 5
1. We could see the fish moving beneath the ice.
2. The deer are grazing among the trees.
3. They have been hiking since early this morning.
4. I’m going to sleep until you come back home.
5. We’re flying to Auckland via Los Angeles.

Exercise 6
Answers may vary.
1. Emily is sleeping against the tree.
2. There is an apple among the oranges.
3. Mark is playing chess versus Claire.
4. It costs ten dollars per person to enter the zoo.

Exercise 7
1. versus 2. since 3. except
4. Despite 5. among 6. beyond

Exercise 8
Answers may vary.
1. Ann saw the Riders versus the Stallions last night.
2. The weather was rainy.
3. She sat among a group of Riders fans.

| Part B |

Exercise 1 
1. dreams about 2. approve of
3. traveled to 4. borrowed from
5. adds to 6. helped with

Exercise 2
1. for 2. from 3. to
4. of 5. from 6. for

Exercise 3
1. The police officers stopped the thief from 

stealing the diamonds.
2. Claire asked her parents for a new school 

bag last year.
3. Allen has been concentrating on science 

since the last test.
4. I searched for my tennis racket for three 

hours last Saturday.

Exercise 4
Pictures (left to right): 3, 2, 4, 1

Exercise 5
Answers may vary.
1. Allen is asking his mother for a piece of cake.
2. Mark is dreaming about winning the Nobel

Prize.

Exercise 6
Answers will vary.
1. I borrowed a shirt from my sister last week.
2. My parents never help me with my homework.
3. My brother believed in Santa Clause until he

was twelve years old.
4. This morning, I had to wait for the bus for

about fifteen minutes.

✓Ryan

✓George

✓Sarah

✓Jill

FallSpringWinterSummer
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Exercise 7
1. to 2. to 3. of
4. with 5. for 6. from

Exercise 8
Answers may vary.
1. Penguins live in the Southern Hemisphere.
2. They stay with the eggs to protect them from

cold weather.
3. When fathers search for food, mother penguins

stay with the eggs.

| Part C |

Exercise 1
1. When it was chasing the antelope, the cheetah

ran into a tree and hurt its head. 
2. Emily calls Mark to cheer him up when he is

sad.    ✓   
3. My mother drops me off at school around 8

a.m. each morning.    ✓   
4. The children looked up when the geese flew

overhead. 
5. A piece of ice dropped by the tree. 
6. She is going to think over which college to

apply to.    ✓   
7. I ran into a friend downtown last weekend, 

so we had lunch together.    ✓   
8. One of the marbles dropped off the edge of

the table. 

Exercise 2
1. come across ● ● to take care of
2. call off ● ● to behave in a similar way

to a parent or older person
3. give up ● ● to find or encounter by

accident
4. look after ● ● to cancel
5. take after ● ● to give a finished 

assignment to a teacher
6. hand in ● ● to surrender

Exercise 3
1. up 2. up 3. out
4. off 5. off 6. out

Exercise 4
1. a 2. c 3. a

Exercise 5
1. called off 2. look up
3. gets along 4. put out
5. check in

Exercise 6
Answers will vary.
1. I get along well with my parents but not 

with my sister.
2. I take after my grandfather more than my

father.
3. I grew up in Springfield.
4. I always hand in my homework on time.
5. Sometimes, Aunt Patty looks after me and 

my sister.
6. I tell my mother jokes to cheer her up.

Exercise 7
1. out 2. in 3. up
4. up 5. by

Exercise 8
Answers may vary.
1. The boy is thinking about dropping out of his

English class.
2. He has to hand in a big essay tomorrow.
3. His mother advises him not to give up.
4. They will drop by the library next.

| Part D |

Exercise 2
1. by 2. for 3. until
4. since 5. since 6. until

Exercise 3
1. among 2. across 3. Despite
4. up 5. after 6. beyond

Exercise 4
1. Scotland is playing versus Ireland in a soccer

match tonight.
2. Wearing a hat can protect you from strong 

sunlight.
3. Peter believed in Santa Claus until he was ten

years old.
4. Tom’s mother wants him to take up jogging to

lose weight.
5. This flight will go to Hawaii via Los Angeles.
6. How often do you dream about being a star?
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Exercise 5
Answers will vary.
1. I grew up in an old house.
2. I have lived in this city since 2003.
3. Sometimes, my sister helps me with my math

homework.
4. I dream about being a police officer someday.
5. Yesterday, I dropped by my friend Nelson’s

home.
6. Karen lived in France for over six months.

| Part A |

Exercise 1
1. Julie and Scott said that they are having a good

time. (were)
2. My teacher tells me that I had to come to class

earlier. (told)
3. He said that he have drunk a lot of water. (had)
4. She asked me to passed her the potatoes. (pass)
5. They said that they have been looking for me.

(had)

Exercise 2
1. d 2. c 3. a 4. a

Exercise 3
1. Jim asked me, “What are you doing here?”
2. “Enjoy yourselves,” he said.
3. The doctor said, “Don’t smoke so much.”

Exercise 4
Pictures (left to right): e, b, a, d, c

Exercise 5
1. to pass him
2. was really heavy
3. was returning
4. had been looking
5. most of them / the books were

Exercise 6
1. have a dream 2. dreamed of a day

Exercise 7
1. Martin Luther King Jr. struggled to gain equality

for African Americans.

2. King said that he had a dream that his children
would one day live in a nation where they
would be judged on their character instead of
their skin color.

3. He said that he dreamed of a day when America
would live true to the idea that all men are created
equal.

| Part B |

Exercise 1
1. wanted 2. they wore
3. if 4. that night
5. tomorrow 6. he needed

Exercise 2
1. He asked the woman if she had ever been to

Paris.
2. She asked her brother if he had eaten her

chocolate bar.
3. Allen asked Claire if she was going skiing that

weekend.
4. The policeman asked the driver if he knew 

how fast he had been going.

Exercise 3
1. He asked me who I was.
2. He asked me how long I had been studying

English.
3. She asked Allen when his brother was going 

to America.
4. He asked her where she was going at that

moment.

Exercise 4
1. b 2. a 3. c 4. a

Exercise 5
1. Last summer, Nick said that he was going to

Brazil that winter.
2. Yesterday, Sarah said that they had studied

dance the day before.
3. Last Saturday, Mark said that he was going to

play basketball the next day.
4. Last Sunday, Amy suggested that we go 

swimming that afternoon.
5. Just a minute ago, Allen said that he wanted 

to see that new movie tonight.

Unit 9
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Exercise 6
Pictures (left to right): 3, 2, 4, 1

Exercise 8
1. Denise said that Roland’s idea of nominating

one of their teachers for an award was a good
idea.

2. Roland said that Ms. Paige should be nominated
because she had done a lot of extra work with
the students’ stories.

3. Denise said that Mr. Kim had also done a lot of
extra work with extra study sessions for his 
students.

4. Roland suggested that they ask the other students
who to nominate.

| Part C |

Exercise 1
1. would 2. couldn’t 3. should
4. had to 5. might

Exercise 2
1. Amy asked if I will turn down my radio. would
2. John said that they may go camping this 

weekend. might
3. Sarah said that her brother could played tennis

really well. play
4. Allen asked me if I can help him carry some

books to the library. could
5. Claire said that she has to baby-sit her nephew

that night. had

Exercise 3
1. The boys said that their dad might have gone

to the beach.
2. Jack said that Mike wouldn’t like doing extra

work.
3. The salesman said that they must have been 

out of size 11 because there were none left.
4. The cleaner said that he should do all the

housework quickly.
5. The President said that the poor no longer had

to pay taxes.

Exercise 4

Exercise 5
1. Jenny said that she would quit the basketball

team.
2. Ricardo said that he ought to win the dance

contest.
3. The scientist said the spider would eat the fly

soon.
4. The mechanic said the engine must have

exploded.

Exercise 6
1. wasn’t 2. should
3. could 4. couldn’t

Exercise 8
Answers may vary.
1. Jason said that he had seen the ad on the

Internet.
2. Jason’s parents told him that they might lend

him some money.
3. He asked the seller to lower the price.
4. He thinks it must be great to ride the bike in

the summer.

| Part D - Review |

Exercise 2
Answers may vary.
1. He asked his mom to give him some medicine.
2. She asked her parents to give her money for

acting lessons.
3. She ordered him not to be late.
4. He told the boy to run.

✓
Government
employees

✓
Office

workers

✓Laborers

✓Teachers

Must
take a

vacations

Will
take a

vacation

May
take a

vacation

Cannot
take a

vacation
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Exercise 3
1. Last week, Jenny said that she was really happy

at that moment.
2. Yesterday, she asked me if I could come to her

wedding next week.
3. Last month, Lisa said that she had seen that

movie two weeks before.

Exercise 4
1. He asked, “Will you go to the movies?”
2. He said, “Don’t come in until you are called.”
3. “Will I be able to read such books?” she wondered.
4. “How long have you been studying English?” he

asked.
5. “If I were a bird, I would love to fly,” she said.

Exercise 5
Answers will vary.
1. She said, “I am disappointed in you.”

She said that she was disappointed in me.
2. I said, “Of course you can.”

I said that of course she could.
3. I said, “I’m sorry. I don’t know the way.”

I said that I was sorry and that I didn’t know
the way.

| Part A |

Exercise 1
1. being delivered
2. been delivered
3. should have started / should have been started
4. could have been injured
5. will have been defeated

Exercise 2
1. been sent 2. woken up
3. have been warned 4. have been repaired
5. be made

Exercise 3
Answers may vary.
1. Food is being eaten.
2. The woman will be defended by the lawyer.
3. The museum should have been closed by the

curator.

4. I think I will be chosen (by the coach) to play
for the team.

5. I will be picked by my friend to play for the
team.

Exercise 4
1. a 2. c 3. a 4. b

Exercise 5
1. My bike is being fixed.
2. The words will be spoken by the parrot.
3. The dishes were washed by the machine.
4. All the windows will have been closed by the

cleaners.
5. The books have been read by all the students.

Exercise 6
Answers will vary.
1. Allen’s team was defeated in the soccer match.
2. The crew is being rescued by the helicopter.
3. The lawn should have been mown by Peter.
4. Claire could have been hurt crossing the road.

Exercise 7
We would like to apologize for any inconvenience
you may have experienced over the last month, but
these small problems will soon be fixed. Some people
have complained / have been complaining that the
morning sandwiches have not been arriving on time,
and also that the office furniture is getting old and
should have been replaced last year. We are working
on these problems. Thanks for your patience.

Exercise 8
Boss: OK, Jane. We need to make sure that

the office is clean every day.
Secretary: Yes, sir. I’m writing it down now: have

the office cleaned every day.
Boss: And please ensure that the staff has

fresh sandwiches for breakfast on time.
Secretary: Fresh sandwiches have to be delivered

on time every morning.
Boss: And send a memo that we are changing

the furniture on the second floor.
Secretary: Certainly, sir. Desks (have) to be

changed on the 2nd floor.

Unit 10
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| Part B |

Exercise 1
1. is worried 2. are imported
3. will be annoyed 4. are sold
5. was married

Exercise 2
1. known for 2. interested in
3. pleased with 4. satisfied with
5. filled with 6. surprised at

Exercise 3
1. A lot of food is expected for this big party.
2. The work must be finished by tomorrow.
3. Our team is known as the mighty losers.
4. My brother is satisfied with his new computer.
5. The street is named after our most famous

president.
6. Frankenstein is considered a classic novel.

Exercise 4
1. b 2. a 3. b 4. c

Exercise 5
1. Every year, many visitors (injured / are injured)

by wild animals. This is why the park employs
security guards. Park rangers (warn / are warned)
people not to wander from the specially marked
areas. Children in particular (ask / are asked)
not to feed any of the animals, because feeding
them removes their fear of humans. 

2. In Japanese society, the group (favor / is favored)
over the individual. Once you join a group, people
belonging to the group (ask / are asked) to follow
its standards. Ijime, or the practice of excluding
and bullying people, is a tool that is often (used /
is used) to maintain this harmony.

Exercise 6
Answers may vary a little.
1. Peter was stung by a wasp.
2. Lisa is relaxed after her bath.
3. The building was destroyed by the crane.
4. The school is closed because it is snowing.

Exercise 7
How are things in England? Getting such good
exam results must being / must have been / had
been satisfying! Congratulations! This water sports
trip with my family in Mexico (is being / has been /
was) awesome. Yesterday, (we were / they are / we
were being) invited to go scuba diving with a
Mexican family. I saw an octopus, a parrot fish, and
an eel. Several sea horses (see / was seen / were
seen) by other people in our group. We also went to
the island of Cozumel and (took us / were taking /
were taken) on a sunset cruise, which was beautiful.
Well, I have to go now. Just wait. There will be
more to come later.

Exercise 8
1. be exhausted / have been exhausted
2. have been sent to
3. taken
4. have taken
5. are spotted

| Part C |

Exercise 1
1. D 2. I 3. D
4. I 5. I 6. D

Exercise 2
1. was seen stealing 2. is said to be
3. were eaten 4. was turned on
5. was shut down

Exercise 3
1. was given

was given, by
2. are taught English

is taught to us
3. weren’t told the truth (by the thief).

wasn’t told (to the police) (by the thief).

Exercise 4
1. John was given a new shirt for his birthday. 
2. Michelle is said to be a genius by all of her

friends. 
3. The exam results were picked up by the teachers.
4. The violin was being fixed by the specialist.
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Exercise 5
Answers may vary.
1. Jenny was chased up a tree by a dog.
2. Her arm was hurt when she fell.
3. She was taken to the hospital in an ambulance.
4. Her arm was fixed by the doctor.

Exercise 6
1. A more flexible schedule will be suggested to

the manager.
2. The information was given to the police.
3. A letter was written to her by James.
4. Jenny was bought a new bike.
5. An email was sent to him (by the shop).
6. Mr. Hall was envied because of his wealth.

Exercise 7
One serious problem for dry areas, such as
California, is forest fires. In recent years, billions of
dollars of damage has being caused by fires. Even
more seriously, the lives of several fire fighters have
been taken to the fires. Global warming be often
blamed for the recent increased rate of forest fires.
On the other hand, these frequent fires may have
been caused by an infestation of bark-beetles, which
create an environment with more dead, dried-out
trees lying on forest floors. Thinning the forests was
been suggested by logging companies as one way to
lower the risk of widespread forest fires.
Environmentalists, however, remain unconvinced.
1. been 2. by 3. is 4. has

Exercise 8
Answers may vary.
1. Dry areas have recently been affected by forest

fires.
2. Global warming and bark-beetles have been

blamed for the increased rates of fires.
3. I think environmentalists are not convinced by

the solution suggested by logging companies
because their suggestion of thinning forests
would mean more business for them.

| Part D |

Exercise 1
1. The weather is expected be cold tomorrow. 

to be
2. We were supposed to brought our own lunches

to school today. bring

3. The antique statue is said to worth a million
dollars. to be

4. In some countries, horseshoes are supposing
to bring good luck. supposed

5. A monster is believe to live in Loch Ness.
believed

6. A storm is predicted to arriving tomorrow 
afternoon. to arrive / to be arriving

Exercise 2
1. There are thought to be more than 3,000 

languages in the world.
2. His company is reported to be in trouble.
3. If she is believed to be in danger, someone

should help her.
4. They are expected to find more victims of the

hurricane.
5. The end of the world has been anticipated by

some people since nuclear weapons were
invented.

6. The homeless man is alleged to have stolen the
woman’s purse.

Exercise 3
1. said that he was a good man
2. thought to be a spy
3. reported that his company is in trouble
4. believed that John could meet her
5. thought to have lived here long ago

Exercise 4
1. Jane is said to be in love with Danny.
2. Ancient people are known to have hunted

mammoths.
3. The Tigers are expected to be in the championship

game this year.
4. It has been reported that Ms. Jones will marry

Mr. Evans next year.
5. It was once believed that the sun was the center

of the universe.

Exercise 5
1. Peter is not allowed to wrestle in the house.
2. It is thought that Mark likes Emily.
3. Jenny was chosen to be the student president.
4. Allen is allowed to borrow five books.
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Exercise 7
Answers may vary.
1. was asked (by Matt) to send the invitation cards

out
2. was said 
3. was thought that I was a liar.
4. was eaten (by me and Jake) the next day!

| Part E |

Exercise 1
1. c. 2. c 3. a 4. b

Exercise 2
Answers may vary.
1. have given → have been given
2. may have taken → may have been taken
3. shouldn’t see → shouldn’t be seen
4. could have been → may be / could be / 

might be
5. could been → could be / could have been

Exercise 3
1. Those streams are so small that they can’t be

shown on the map.
2. The first fire may have been caused by lightning.
3. An American film will be shown on TV on

Saturday evening.
4. These flowers should be watered once a week.
5. Those clothes should not have been taken off

the clothesline.

Exercise 4
1. It could not have been A.
2. It could have been B.
3. It could not have been C.
4. It could not have been D.
5. It could have been E.

Exercise 5
Answers may vary a little.
1. must / should be worn
2. could / may be entitled
3. may / could be cancelled
4. should / must be brought 
5. would be annoyed

Exercise 6
Answers may vary.
1. should have been
2. could not be / could not have been
3. must / could / might have been
4. could / might / may have been
5. should have been

Exercise 7
1. has / has been having 2. should be done
3. could be built 4. would be
5. could be used 6. could hold
7. could be done 8. could find

Exercise 8
Answers will vary.
When I was at school, I didn’t study a lot. I wish
now that I had studied more. I could have gone to
university and studied to be an accountant. I realize
that I should have studied just a little more. I would
like to go back to the past and tell myself to work
harder. That way, I might get a better job in the
future. However, I guess I should stop complaining
and do my best now.

| Part F - Review |

Exercise 2
1. c. d. 2. b. 3. a. c.
4. c. d. 5. b. c. d.

Exercise 3
Answers may vary.
1. said → said to
2. being given → are to be given
3. should taken → should have taken
4. made → are made
5. have taught → have been taught

Exercise 4
1. a  about 
2. c  with
3. e  for
4. d  in
5. b  to
6. f  by




